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About This Game

Fiesta Online is a unique free to play anime MMORPG played by an active and friendly community. In a magical and colorful
world, players assume the role of a fantasy hero and brave powerful enemies and challenging quests.
With regular updates and more than 115 levels, hundreds of hours of gameplay content await you!

Features

•ANIME MMORPG
Choose your fantasy hero among five different character classes. Each class is equipped with different skills and plays a
different role. You are not limited to only one character. You can change and experience the game in a new perspective.

-Fighter
-Cleric
-Archer
-Mage

-Trickster

•QUESTS & ADVENTURES
Everyday new adventures await you thanks to a Daily Quest System rewarding you with fame and bonuses. You can also take

part in epic Kingdom Quests to help your character make friends and level up.

•GUILDS & DUNGEONS
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Become a member of a guild and have fun while playing Fiesta together. Fight together mighty bosses in dungeons and become
the most powerful guild!

•MASTER & APPRENTICE SYSTEM
Learn a new type of team play to progress easily and fast in the game! Gain levels faster as Apprentice and pass on your

knowledge as Master.

•EVENTS & WEDDING SYSTEM
Participate in numerous in-game events and organize parties where you can dance with your friends. Find a partner who will

stay on your side throughout your adventures and get married.

Join the fun with us, thousands of players await you!
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Title: Fiesta Online
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Onson Soft
Publisher:
gamigo AG
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP, Win Vista, Win 7, Win 8

Processor: Pentium 4 – 1.6 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce MX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German
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Were to start, The first thing I noticed was the voice's from the NPC were extrimly low and hard to understand even with my
sound all the way up. Then Im walking to the rager station and as im going up the stairs I get stuck and im unable to get free.
Had to restart the game and that fixed that. But I did get stuck on other object in this game. This game is full of glitches. This is
more like Project glitch. I don't recommend this game as it is now unless the the gliches are fixed.

See game play and me getting stuck on the stairs: https:\/\/youtu.be\/DY6Q-vq9yKQ. I fully recomment this wagon pack to
anyone who fancies an extra few wagons in there add-on collection. It come's with high quality liveries and also has the wagon
sound effects which I love and all in a small price of \u00a32.99 it's well worth it. For myself I use these nearly everyday.. What
the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing faaaaaack

it adds shields!!!!! unbelivably huge dlc!. Please port tactics, tactics advance, and tactics a2. dont bother with this cheap game, it
has a in game currency that makes the game unplayable and each mode has 1 level unlocked then you need to use this hard to
obtain currency to unlock it. save your small amount of money and buy a burger or something.. Its good to see a naval game
thats not based on pirates; there is so much potential for games based on colonial powers\/navies. The trading aspect is a little
difficult to get used to early in the game, but its very cool once you get a foothold. The naval combat is realistic and well-paced,
and the ship types accurately depict their 17th and 18th century counterparts. All things considered, East India Company is a
very nice game.. This is a broken unresponsive piece of pug\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The controlls consists of
two buttons that do the exact same thing , jump, and even that is broken as hell. Sometimes you press the jump button and
nothing happens, other times you press the button and the damn dog jump a second too later. A side-scrolling-endless-runner
shouldn't have FPS drops, but this one manages to. I bought this game for my friends, and now I feel like a morron for exposing
them to this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Please save your money, and buy a real pug.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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I don't have time to write a proper review because the fun never ends with this game.. soooooooo gooooooddddddddddddd good
real good check it out.. I can tell you this is a completely terrible game with no redeeming value in gameplay or design or
anything really. But since it's 2018 and we're in an era after truth even mattering, you can ignore all that and just know there's no
discernible mechanical differences between Cludbug'z Twisted Magic and Diablo 3. Basically the same game.. After some time
looking at the season pass content, I think I can confidently say it's more content but not more quality. If you're on the fence, it's
probably not worth it.

If you love SCVI and are hungry for more options no matter how few, then it'll be worth it. Maybe not worth the price tag, as
what seems like a large number of items actually doesn't end up feeling like many more options, but it does include some of the
better and more interesting pieces. But chances are, if you're that person, you already own this.

If you merely liked SCVI and you're wondering if a few new characters and items will make the game better, it wont. In other
games DLC can change gameplay or add entirely new genres of visuals. The season pass is just familiar content. It's some more
nondescript armor pieces, some more European fantasy fashion, some more skimpy clothes. A lot of it seems to just be old
content brought back, nothing new. The new character move sets might mean something to serious competitive players, but to a
more casual player it wont feel that different from what's already there. Even the 2b moves just doesn't feel that unique.

There's still one more character to go, but it feels safe to bet it wont be anything shocking. It'll be an old character like
Cassandra or some other video game character who uses melee or magic in ways we already see. Whatever the character, their
outfit wont dramatically open up creative options. Honestly even if it was a very interesting character from a game with
interesting mechanics, it feels safe to say in SCVI they would amount to more melee in a costume.

You get the feeling the current development for the game is by design of a very very limited scope. Cheap, quick visual content
pumped out to get some more money out of more dedicated players hungry for more. That we're not going to see anything new..
game just doesnt start and everything for it has been shut down. - Original Review after a couple of hours of play -

The server was moved after several days of being offline, and I was finally able to give the game a try.

My impressions -

Positives:
+ Good variety of creatures
+ Leveling seems fairly easy, at least in the beginning
+ Can pick the skills you want to use
+ No quests means you can really go do whatever you want

Negatives:
- Mob AI is pretty bad. Lots of them just stand around while you hit them, others kill you off with no warning or follow you
forever
- Mana regeneration is very slow, at least in the early going, which means you spend a lot of time just kiting in circles or
standing around doing nothing
- Abilities need better descriptions and equipment\/skill points need explanations
- Server stability - The server went down and\/or I was booted at least 5 times in the few hours I played
- Toxic community - I was pk'd by two different people multiple times that could oneshot me, as they obviously outleveled me
by a huge amount (had mounts and everything, so there was no way I could run away either), and just rode over and attacked
without a word. I also had numerous other people decide to grab the loot that the mobs I was killing dropped, and\/or "help" me
kill something that was nearly dead only to grab the loot.

Verdict:

Considering the cost, I'm pretty impressed with the framework here. The game has potential, but until some of the issues are
fixed (especially the "free" looting issue and the fact that there seems to be no penalty for killing people that are trivial to you
multiple times, both of which I can only see getting worse with a higher population), I can't really recommend it.

- Updated Review -
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I've been playing some more, and did manage to find some people that didn't try to kill me on sight, and even a couple of
generous players who offered tips and a mount, which was much appreciated. Having said that, the community is still an issue.
Though this has become less frequent after gaining a fair number of levels, I'm still one-shot killed at times, often by people I
didn't even see approach despite watching for them (I have a feeling this is due to the "recall" points, as people pop out of thin
air when they recall), and I've been killed while still logging in several times as well. I'll readily admit I'm not much of a fan of
pvp in the first place, but I can't really understand how "pvp" where one player kills another in one hit over and over again would
be fun for anyone.

I'm also finding (in line with what's mentioned in the comments) that there's less variety in mobs than I originally thought, as a
lot of areas are just empty, and the pve seems to be pretty repetitive, as even though I'm still at a fairly low level compared to a
number of players, unless I aggro a huge group of ranged mobs or fight a dragon, I'm already not finding too many challenges.

Having said that, I'm now close to 20 hours into the game, and have been enjoying it more than I was in the beginning, so I'll
change my recommendation to a "yes" with the caveat that there are still a bunch of issues with the game that hopefully will be
addressed in the future.. its too hard
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